Abstract--The current physics reach of the PHENIX detector in the forward rapidity region would be significantly enhanced with the addition of a fine-grained precision tracker near the collision vertex. We are proposing an upgrade to the PHENIX detector that will allow precision measurements of the displaced vertices of heavy quark decays to be used in conjunction with the current muon spectrometers to probe new physics not currently accessible. The new device will enable advanced studies of QGP formation using heavy flavor, improved study of the gluon structure functions in protons, and robust measurements of shadowing in nuclei via measurements of open charm and beauty. We have studied the requirements of such a detector through detailed simulations. Based on these requirements a conceptual mechanical design and a proposed electronic readout have been developed. The concepts include a specially modified ASIC designed to readout ministrips of 2-13mm in length that will be matched to the occupancy. We will describe the simulations and the mechanical and electronic concepts.
I. INTRODUCTION
An upgrade to the PHENIX detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory is being proposed that will extend the physics reach to new areas. The complete upgrade proposal will consist of a barrel region to be used in conjunction with the central detectors and two forward regions, one for each of the two muon spectrometers. The concept is shown in figure 1 .
There are three important and rich physics topics for which the Endcap Si vertex detector is essential:
• The gluon structure function in protons will be accessible with improved signal to noise over a larger range of Bjorken x via measurements of open charm and beauty in polarized p+p reactions. • Advanced studies of the QGP formed in heavy-ion reactions, using the production of heavy flavor. There are several opportunities to enlarge the physics reach beyond PHENIX baseline measurements : o Measurement of the vector mesons and Drell-Yan, with improved signal to noise and better mass resolution than currently possible.
II. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The conceptual mechanical design of the silicon tracker has been completed [1] . The design requirements of the conceptual study were: 
A. Support Structure
The selection of materials for the support structure is based upon the above criteria where the most important material properties are low radiation length, low density, high stiffness, and availability. Out of three candidates (i) beryllium, (ii) graphite fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP), and (iii) CarbonCarbon, the GFRP was chosen for the study because it is widely available, works well in sandwich composites, and has good radiation length and strength properties.
B. Structural Analysis
The structural analysis included two studies, a first study using finite element analysis models to define the modal frequencies and to look at dynamic stiffness of tracker concepts and a second study to look at the static stiffness with mass loaded structures. The lower modal frequency limit is set at 70 Hz on a fully loaded structure so that the natural frequencies due to environmental conditions such as pumps, traffic, etc. do not couple into the structure and cause instabilities greater than 25 microns. The finite element analysis lead us to adopt a structure with a uniform outer shell as shown in figure 2 that had a lowest fundamental frequency of 132 Hz. The second study had a 1.0 G load applied vertically to the fully loaded structure. The maximum displacement was 14.5 microns and the maximum stress is 130 psi. Since these satisfy the design criteria, the uniform shell with constant diameter has been chosen as the baseline concept.
C. Detector Ladders and Cooling
The total heat load that must be removed from the vertex detector is approximately 3.1 kW, which is dominated by power dissipation in the barrel electronics. There are generally two choices for the coolant system, single-phase and twophase. In a single-phase system the coolant is circulated through pipes in a closed system. In a two-phase system the coolant arrives as a liquid and then evaporates into the detector volume where it is collected and removed. The two-phase system has the advantage that it is a more efficient coolant and a lower total mass is required. However, the two-phase system is more difficult to implement because of issues concerning more sophisticated temperature and pressure control. The single-phase system is simpler in implementation and design and was therefore chosen to be the baseline design.
The selection of coolants was based on previous experience in the design of the ATLAS detector where the choice was to use one of several perfluocarbon candidates, commonly called fluorinerts. These fluids can be used in either a single or a two-phase system and are environmentally acceptable. Based on a number of considerations, the fluorinert C 5 F 12 was chosen as the baseline.
The forward regions consist of 4 conical arrays of ladder modules tilted from the normal to the beam pipe by 22 deg. Conceptually, we have chosen a flat octagonal panel structure with sensors and electronics mounted on either side of the panel so that we can achieve hermetic coverage. Figure 3 shows this arrangement on the left and an octagon panel structure on the right. Each endcap has a total heat load of approximately 450W, or about 15W per octant panel. In comparison to the barrel this is a small heat load and greatly simplifies the removal of the waste heat. The octant panel structure consists of a composite sandwich of C_C facings on either side of a carbon foam in which is embedded an aluminum cooling tube ( Figure 4) . Thermal calculations were performed to define the cooling tube diameter to maintain a heat rise less than 2 deg C. A tube diameter of 2 mm and wall thickness of 200 micron is needed. However, because of leakage current issues in the barrel part, we will be required to operate at 10 deg C. More calculations will be needed to accommodate this since a change from room temperature will induce stresses that have to be understood. 
III. ELECTRONICS DESIGN
We have taken a different approach for the end caps in that we are not using the typical pixel or long strip technology but instead have defined through simulations what the optimum cell size is based on occupancy issues and have a conceptual design of a modified FPIX2 chip that will satisfy our requirements [2] , [3] . One advantage of this approach is that we can streamline the development of a suitable chip and tailor it to meet this intermediate range between pixels and strips. The design calls for the front end amplifier to handle ministrips between 2 mm and 13 mm in length and 50 µm wide. The ASIC development group at FermiLab (Group leader, Ray Yarema) has designed the FPIX2 chip, a low-noise programmable Si pixel readout chip for the planned BTeV experiment. The chip is an advanced mixed analog/digital DCcoupled design optimized for a detector with 50 µm by 400 µm pixels. The device has very low noise (60 electrons RMS) and high-speed readout that can be used to form level 1 type trigger. The electrical design of the FPIX2 chip is similar to that needed for the Si Endcap pixels. The main change required is to adapt the physical chip geometry to accommodate the Endcap sensors larger mini-strips and consequently larger capacitance. The initial design shows that we can maintain a noise level < 250 electrons for the larger pixels strips.
The sensor layout will consist of silicon sensors in a wedge geometry with the front-end chips bump bonded in the center as shown schematically in figure 5 .The sensors will be tiled on both sides of the cooling structure and each sensor will be read out by a kapton cable wire bonded to the sensor. The three sensors are used to make 2 ladders, one 14.5 cm long and one 10.6 cm long. The first disk layer near the barrel will be made with the 10.6 cm ladders and the other three disks will be made from the 14.5 cm ladders.
IV. SIMULATIONS
Each silicon endcap detector has four layers of pixel detectors, which measure the trajectory of particles within the nominal rapidity acceptance of the muon arms. The impact parameter of each track is determined accurately along the Z (beam) direction. For each detected muon, the impact parameter is used to eliminate muons that come from pion and kaon decays. These long-lived decays are the primary source of background muons.
Contrasted with these background muons are "prompt" single muons, which come from more short-lived decays, e.g. open charm and beauty. For transverse momenta below ~5 GeV/c the prompt muons are primarily from semi-leptonic charm decay. Other processes that produce prompt muons, such as J/ψ or Drell-Yan decays to muon pairs, have much smaller cross-sections times branching ratios. Muons from B decays become important only at larger transverse momenta.
The PYTHIA event generator was used to simulate semileptonic charm decays to muons at √s=200GeV. The total charm pair cross-section was set at 350 µb, which is consistent with recent NLO theoretical calculations and with the published PHENIX measurement at a somewhat lower energy. The decay muons were tracked through the proposed silicon vertex detector and then through the muon spectrometer using the PHENIX simulation package, PISA.
The mean vertex of the detected muons from charm decay is 785 µm from the interaction vertex. This is ~2.5 times larger than the proper decay length of semi-leptonic charm decays (318 µm), due to the Lorentz boost. The impact parameter resolution for these muons ranges from 92 to 115 µm, depending on how many layers of silicon are traversed. By requiring that the muon vertex is within 1cm of the collision point we remove many of the muons from pion and kaon decay while retaining prompt muons from charm and beauty. Figure 6 shows a simulated muon p T spectrum, including charm, beauty and light quark decays, before the application of a vertex cut. The background from light quark decays dominates the spectrum below 4 GeV/c. The p T distribution of muons that survive a 1 cm vertex cut is shown in Figure 7 . This vertex cut reduces the muon background from light mesons by about an order of magnitude over what the muon arm alone can achieve, making a charm measurement possible even at low p T . Note that the removal of the muon background from pion and kaon decays could be achieved with a detector with less spatial resolution. The resolution requirement is driven by the physics program of measuring open beauty (see next section). 
